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The molecular conformation has an important impact on
the biological activity of a ligand. To include the informa-
tion of the conformational space into a similarity meas-
ure, it is necessary to perform a time-consuming
conformational sampling of the structures. We
approached this problem by introducing a new method to
incorporate the geometry in a structured similarity meas-
ure. The basic concept is to breakdown the complete con-
formational space of a structure into local conformations
of neighbour atoms with respect to core atoms. These
local conformations are the trajectories of the second and
third degree neighbours and arise from rotatable bonds.
The parameters of the trajectories can be used to expand
the physicochemical descriptors of structured similarity
measures. We extended the optimal assignment kernel
with our procedure and used the resulting pseudo-kernel
in support vector machines. To assess the influence of our
extension, we compared the QSAR results of the original
and extended version of the pseudo-kernel on 8 bench-
mark data sets. The incorporation of the local conforma-
tion information significantly improves the model quality
on 5 out of 8 data sets.
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